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Energy conversion among magnetic, kinetic and ther-
mal energy is one of important topics in the relaxation 
and self-organization of an MHD plasma. It is widely 
known that fast dissipation of magnetic energy through 
ohmic heating occurs when driven magnetic reconnection 
takes place. On the other hand, magnetic reconnection 
is also considered as an important heating mechanism. 
It is known in astronomical plasma that there exists an 
anomalous heating. Magnetic reconnection has been pro-
posed to be used as a heating mechanism. It is observed 
in the RFP experiment that ion is anomalously heated, 
sometimes the ion temperature is higher than the elec-
tron temperature. This fact can not be explained by the 
fast ohmic heating due to magnetic reconnection because 
the generated thermal energy by ohmic heating is mainly 
converted to the electron energy. In the present study, 
we investigate energy conversion process during the en-
ergy relaxation of an .MHD plasma by means of a three 
dimensional simulation. The simulation model we adopt 
is a compressible dissipative MHD plasma with a finite 
pressure. In the Cartesian coordinates ( x , y, z) the sys-
tem is periodic along the z-axis with a periodic length Lt 
and a perfect conductor is used for both x(x = 0, Lp), 
and y(y = 0, Lp) boundaries. As an initial condition tw~­
dimensional force-free equlibrium is adopted for magnetic 
field and both density and pressure are assumed to be 
spatial uniform. 
Now let us show in Fig.1 our simulation results on the 
temporal evolutions of the magnetic, kinetic and thermal 
energy, where electric resistivity TJ = 10-4 and viscosity 
v = 5 x 10-4 • From this figure, we see that most of mag-
netic energy is converted into the thermal energy and the 
kinetic energy is ignorably small compared with the mag-
netic and thermal energy. However we point out in the 
following that the kinetic energy plays an very important 
role in the relaxation of an MHD plasma. 
From the MHD equations, we obtain the following 
temporal evolution equations: 
dW 
--=-DoH- DMw, dt 
dvVK D 
--=DMw-DTw- VH, dt 
dWT D 
--=DoH+DTw+ VH, dt 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where W, vV K and WT are the total magnetic, kinetic and 
thermal energy, respectively. The ohmic heating DoH, 
the work done by magnetic force D M w, the work due to 
thermal pressure DTw and the viscous heating Dv H in 
equations (1)-(3) are defined by: 
f . 'd3 DoH = TJ J · J x, (4) 
256 
DMw = j v · (j x B)d3x, (5) 
DTw = J v · \lpd3 x, (6) 
Dv H = -v J v · (\l · II)d3v. (7) 
We plot in Fig.2 the temporal evolutions of the energy 
conversion rates DoH, DMw, DTw and DvH· In the 
initial phase ( 0 < t < 22tA ) DoH decreases linearly and 
DMw, DTw and DvH are nearly zero. This is because 
the initial random perturbations is very weak and hence 
the velocity of an ideal kink mode remains much smaller 
compared to the Alfven velocity in this phase. The work 
D MW and viscous heating Dv H increases drastically at 
t = 22tA. vVe find from Fig.2 an important fact that 
the main rapid dissipation of magntic energy is not due 
to the fast ohmic heating, but due to the work done by 
magnetic force. 
Magnetic energy is rapidly converted into kinetic en-
ergy through the work done by magnetic force and the 
kinetic energy generated is swiftly converted into ther-
mal energy through the viscous heating for the case of 
v > TJ· Consequently, the fast heating mechanism is the 
viscous heating instead of the ohmic heating. The viscous 
heating is mainly to heat ion because the viscosity of an 
l\tiHD plasma is determined approximately by ion viscos-
ity. So the present results may give an good explanation 
of anomalous ion heating, which is observed in the RFP 
experiment. 
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